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Ethereum (ETH)
The bullish conviction is now being tested against
the $3,600 value area. Similar to BTCUSD, Ether
seems to be undergoing a short-term correction (but
remains bullish on the higher timeframes). 

Ethereum price continued to make successive
moves higher over the weekend, creating a new
three-month high on Saturday. For the bullish
outlook to remain valid, bulls must manage to bring
the price above the $3800 area. If the inflexion point
sharpens, Ether could revisit the ascending trendline
highlighted in blue (which will be a bearish
scenario). 
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Binance Coin (BNB) BNB has added over 29% in profits in the last 3 weeks,
with its price rising from $300 to almost $450. The coin is
currently retesting a former area of support as supply,
therefore, if bulls manage to close above $450, another leg
to the upside could be seen.

Traders are currently monitoring the price as the
$495-$500 zone is an area where sellers had been strong
in recent weeks.  If momentum sustains, the price could
head towards the next resistance at $600 and even $650
(ATHs). 

For now, the risk remains low for this pair as the BNB price
is printing solid bullish candles around a resistance barrier. 
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XRP XRP has been able to push past the $0.80 area
but it is currently showing exhaustion of
momentum around a clear supply zone. On the
4-hour chart, the pair continued to show the
presence of consolidation as it was in overbought
territory with a value of $0.90. Nonetheless, on
the 1-day chart and above bulls seem to still have
full control. 

Traders are waiting for a breakout of the
triangular formation to increase their lot sizes on
long positions. If the next resistance level is 
 surpassed investors will be looking for ROI
around the $1 value area.  
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Cardano (ADA) For the first time in weeks, ADA's price action has also
turned green as Bitcoin soared above $40,000. Similar
to other major altcoins in the top 20, ADAUSD charted
impressive gains by adding over 67% in the last 4
weeks.  The pair has experienced almost no price
corrections and remains in consolidation at the
moment.  If the price closes above the $1.25 area,
Cardano would have broken the descending channel
highlighted in blue and will likely reclaim the $1.5 area.

For bulls to have full control over the market, the price
must break the descending channel that has been
respected since several months ago.  At the point the
technical pattern is invalidated, buyers can be certain of
another leg up. 
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Terra (LUNA)
Terra hit a new all-time high two weeks ago and the
milestone has not stopped the bullish momentum at
all. The latest bullish rally pushed the asset's net
capitalisation substantially and Terra now keeps
making moves to the upside regardless of the recent
correction in the crypto market. 

From a technical perspective, LUNA is still facing
selloff risks as a correction at this point is necessary.  
The price correction is necessary to ensure the
sustainability of the bullish outlook. 
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Solana (SOL) Solana price shows signs of exhaustion after the recent
upswing. Investors should note SOL could trigger another run-
up to $160 after a minor retracement.

A daily candlestick close below $130 (and a rejection of the
50% Fibonacci level) will invalidate the bullish thesis. Overall, 
 the Solana price is on the verge of setting up a swing high
around a crucial resistance barrier, suggesting that a reversal
is likely.  

If BTC recovers its momentum, then there is a good chance
the next rally will emerge. However, if the Bitcoin price
continues to drop and fill price inefficiencies, the Solana price
could certainly follow.
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Avalanche (AVAX) AVAX is currently turning down from the overhead resistance
at $100-$95 and could now drop to the near support at $90,
which is now an important level to watch out for.

If the price rebounds off the $90 demand zone, buyers will
again try to drive and sustain the pair above $100.  Several
technical indicators are now indicating dominance from 
 buyers. Bulls will have to clear the $100 resistance to signal
the resumption of the uptrend and a retest of ATHs.
 
Alternatively, if the weekly candle closes below $100 with a
clear rejection, the pair could drop to the breakout level of 
 $80. A break below this resistance could suggest that the
advantage may be shifting in favour of the bears.
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Polkadot (DOT) Polkadot price has officially bounced off the $14 support
level. A sharp spike in buying propelled DOTUSD by 68%
in the last few weeks and is now heading toward the $30
psychological area.

The asset continues to chart local peaks by exceeding
$20 for the first time since the beginning of February. At
the moment of this analysis, DOTUSD has stalled recent
gains around the $22 support and traders are waiting for
the short correction to end before adding new long
positions.  In order for DOT to reclaim the $30 value area,
bulls need a closure above $25 on the weekly timeframe.
If buyers don't hold the current momentum, the price will
struggle to break the next resistance and the price could
go back to the $14 historical low. 
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